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Chap t e.r lY 

Political History from 12th Century A.J. to 13th Century A.D. 

There is no evidence to show the existence of the 

pala rule in South-eastern Bengal in the early years. It is 

evident from the epigraphical sources that South-Eastern 

Bengal was possibly ruled by independent minor dynasties 

right from the last part of the Seventh Century A.D. We find 

that the dynasties of the Ratas, the K.hadgas, Nathas, the 
0 

Devas, the Harikela rulers ruled chronologically in South-

Eastern Bengal. They were folloued by the Cha.ndras who were 

at first probably the feudatories of the Ha.rLL(ela rulers and 

ultimately captured power and held their swa:~ in South-Eastern 

Bengal from the last quarter of the 9th Century A...D. to 11th 

Century A..D. If we take into consideration the Bighaura and 

Niray~pur image inscription of Hahfpala II as evidence of 

the existence of the Pala rule in South-Eastern Bengal, it 

seems obvious that the Pala rule spread to that regions 

between the reign of Mah!p&la I and Mahipala II stretching 

the period from 1043 A.D. - 1075 A.D. The foreign invasions of 

the Chola King Rij endrachola and the Kalachuri King Karna 
• 

appear to have seriously affected the power and prestige of the 

Chandra rulers and cleared the wa:J for the establishment of the 
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Pala rule in the South-Eastern Bengal for some times at least 

and during the time of the wealrness of the Pal~ power as a 

consequence of the Kaivarta revolt and subse~uent establishment 

of the Kaivarta rule in Northern Bengal in the last quarter of 

the 11th Century A.D. 1 the Varmans established their sway in 

the South-Eastern Bengal. 

T H E VARMA.NS 

There is probably no doubt that the Varmans of East 

Bengal succeeded the Chandras. Among the valuable sources of 

information which throw light on the history of the dynasty, 

mention should be made of the Bela¥a Copper plate of 

Bhojavarman1 , the Bhuvanelvara plate of Bha~~a Bhavadeva2 , 

the Vajra.yogini' ~opper plate of S~alavarman3 and t..'le 

Samant Vv3ara copper plate of Harivarman 4 • The Belava copper 

plate of Bhojavarman records the pur~c geneaology of Yadu 

-from Bra.hma through A.tri, Chandra, Buddha, Purllravas, .Alu, 

Nahusha and Yayati. There is also the reference to Hari in 

the family of Yadu who appeared as K~is~. The relatives of 

_Hari were the Varmans who dominated silimapura. 
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The Varmans of South-Eastern Bengal claim to have 

p .. • 
descended from an offsho t of the Yadava family of Simhaptll"a. 

There is diversity of opinion among the scholars about the 

0 

identity of the Simhapura. R.D. Banerjee has drawn attention 

to the Pra/asti of Lakhamandal Which refers to eleven genera-•• . -----
tions of Chandragupta, the Prince of Jalandhara \Who claims 

to belong to the Yadavas of Lunar race reigning at Singhapura
5

• 

This Singhapura is undoubtedly the Seng-ha-po-lo of Yuan 

Chwang situated to the North side of the salt range in the 

Punjab6• Hultzsch has pointed out a dynasty of Varmans who 

ruled 1n Siinhapura in Eastern India7 • The Kamarti (Ganj a.m dist.) 

plate of Chandravarman and Bfihatprostha (in Palak.onda Tiiluka, 

Vizagapatam) grant of Umavarman reveal the existence of a . • 

line of Kings in KaliUga who resided in siihapura or Sihapura8 • 

The character of these plates are early Southern type belonging 

to the 4th or the 5th Century AuD. ~cording to Hultzsch, this 

• • Simb.a..pura is, perhaps, ~dentical with the modern Singupuran 

between Chicacola and Narasannapeta9 • On the otherhand 

R.D. Banerjee has identified the place with Sihapura of 

Mahavaisa which was situated 1n La.ta (Radha) between Vanga 

and Magadha which is generally identified • with Singur in the 

10 Hoogly district o But if we analyse the identification crit1-

cally, it appears thd.t the first is too far awa:y and there is 
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no evidence to show its existence after the 7th Century 

~.u. 11 • The third is only known from the legendary account 

of Vij a.yasiiha, contained L'l Ma.havamsa which can hardly be 

• accepted as sober history. The Kingdom of Simhapura in 

KaliDga appears to have existed as early .as the fifth Century 

A.D. and as late as the 12th Century A..D. It is known that 

two Kings of Kallllga, Maharaja Chandrava.rman and Maharaja 

Umavarman were ruling between 350 - 550 A..D. and they 

issued grants from Siihapura12• The identification gains 

further ground from the fact that the Varman probably came 

to Bengal in the train of Kalachuri Karna's invasion of 
• 

• Vanga. It appears from sources that Kar~a's father seems to 

have attacked South-Eastern Bengal from that region, It is 

likely that the Varmans accompanied Karna and stayed in Bengal 
• 

and in an opportune moment carved out independent Kingdom 

for themselves. So the probablity is in favour of the 

• • identification of the place with Simhapura in Kalinga. 

D.c. Ganguly, however points out that Siw1apura may be placed 

somewhere in Eastern Bengal and be even regarded as the 

Capital of the Varmans. He further adds that there is nothing 

in the Velava grant to locate it outside Benga113• 
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The Varmans came into prominence in the political 

scene of South-east Bengal by suppl,smting the Chandras in 

the last part of the 11th Century A.D. When the armies of 

Rij endrachola led an expedition against Bengal about 1023 

A.. D. - 1024 A.D. 14 , they found on the throne of East Bengal 

a King called Govindachandra apparently belonging to the 

Chandra dynasty of Vikramapura. This is supported by a 

- 0 I - -v- ~ -I 
statement in the life of Dipankara Srijnana Alisa, compiled 

by late Sa.rat Chandra D as from Tibetan sources15 • According 

- 0 

to this ~rk, Dipankara was a contemporary of the King 

- ' 0 - - • 

Bhu-indra-Chandra of ' 1L1Xlg alao The adult life of Dipankara, 

as gathered from this source, seems to have fallen between 

-
1000 A.D. to 1022 A.D. and it may be assumed that Bhu-indra-

the \f' 
0 -Chandra was t\ ruler of .... a.ngala during this period. The 

"· 
Tibetans seem to have referred the Govindachand.ra as Go-

indra-Chandra and substituting 1 bhu' for its equivalent 

•go•, we get the modified Tibetan appellation 1 Bhu-indra-

Chandra'. Hence the reign of Govindachandra. in Vangala 

is to be assigned to the last quarter of the 11th Century A.D. 

But in the next quarter, we find the Varmans established 

in the same region and issuing copper plate grants from 

the same capital, as is evident from the Belava copper plate 
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and others. Thus the Chandras appear to have been suppor-

ted 1n V~a by the Varmans not long after the Chola raids 

in 1023 - 24 A.D. In connection with this, we have to take 

note of the Rewa stone 1nscription16 of Karna dated in the 
• 

; 

~ Kalachu· year 800 corresponding to 1048 - 49 ~.D. It is 
I~ 

indicated in the verse 23 of the record that one of the 

earliest exploits of Karna took place after his accession in 
0 

{' 
1041 A.D. It has been pointed out that 'the ships of the King 

of Eastern country being driven against the peaks of the 

mountains of his (Kar~'s) eiephants, by the force of the 

tempest arrogance, cracked and sank into the sea of Kar~•s 

troop~7 • v.v. Mirashi has rightly pointed out18 thatthis 

records the end of the Chandra line of Kings in V a.Dg a. where 

either Govindachandra or his successor came into conflict 

with the forc-es of Karna and lost his life. His point is that 
• 

Vajravarman was put on the throne of Vikramapura and Karna' s 
• 

- I-daughter Virasri was given in marriage to his son Jatavarman 

to cement the alliance. N.K. Bhattasali has pointed out that 

it was Jatavarman \llho appears to have rendered useful service 

to Kar~ ~d so he was put on the throne19• £s this is the 

first victory of the reign of Kar~a, so it would not be 

unreasonable to put it soon after Karn"'·1 s a"cession in 1041 AD aL ,., • • • 
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Natura.lly the date of the fall of the Chandra dynasty and 

the date or the installation of the Varman family in Vikra-

mapura may thus be put about 1042 A.D. Belava copper plate 

grant of Bhojavarma is only the source which providesus ~th 

the g eneaology or the Kings of the Va.rman dynasty. The WB¥ 

in which it anaU.yses the conquests of Jatavarman leaves any 

doubt that it was Jata.varman Y.ho laid the foundation of the 

independent dynasty of the Varmans and his reign marked the 

epoch of the greatness of his family. Vijravarman, the first 

ancestor of the ~ynasty, mentioned in the grant, is not 
"-

referred as a King but he is praised as a brave warrior, a 

poet among the poets and a scholar among scholars. h. • .LJ. 

Banerjee has pointed out that Vaj.ravarman -was probably the 

~ -
first King who captti.red ·arikela or Chandradvipa and set up. 

1\ 

a new Kingdom of his ow and his son Jatavarman ext ended the 

empire and thereby he maY be held as the real founder of the 

Yadava dynasty20 • D.c. Ganguly has supported the view and 

pointed out, on the basis of the vru'se 6 of the Belava 

<:>1 plate that Vajravarman conquered Eastern Bengal "' • But 

there is nothing in the record which can be taken to mean 

his conquest of Eastern Bengal. In this connection, we may 

rightly point out that h.D. Banerjee had formerly stated 
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'v.J 
that there nothing to show that Vajravarman was a.King 

" 
him.s elf

22
• 

There are reference to the conq_uests of Jatavar-

man in the verse 8 of the Beliiva copper plate of Bhojavarman 

~ich run! as follows 11He spread his paramount sovereignty, 

by ecclipsing (even) the glory of P~ithu, son of Vena, 

marrying 
- I ... 

Virasri (daughter) of Karna, by extending his domi-• 

nion over the Ailgas, by humiliating the dignity of Kamarupa, 

by bringing to disgrace the strength of the arms of Divya, 

by damaging the fortune of Govardhana, and by vesting wealth 

1n Brahm.ana:s versed in the Vedas" 23 • • 

- /Now the reference to Karv-a whose daughter Virasri 

was married to Jatavarman and reference also to Divya -who 

was humbled down by Jatavarman enable us to fix the date of 

Jatavarman with some amount of certainty. It is evident that 

he was a contemporary of the Kalachur.i King Karna. (1041-70 A.D) 
• 

and also of Vigrahapala III (1058 - 75 A.D.) \tlho married 

another daughter of Kar~a. He was also a contemporary of the 

Kaivarta chief Divya and of Mahipila II (1075 - lOBO A..D.). 

I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
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So the rise of Jatavarman may be placed some time between 

1055 - 1073 A.D o 

Among the enemies defeated by Jatavarman, we can 

easily identify Divya who was the Kaivarta leader and defea-

- -ted Mahipala in a revolt. R.D. Banerjee has analysed that 

Jitava.rman defeated two Kings of the name of Divya. and 

Govardhana and established himself in the Aiiga
24

• But the 

verse in the Rimacharit does not mention it. There is & 

controversy among the scholars about how J atav arman came 

into conflict with Divya and subsequently de~eated him. 
~ 

Perhaps a reminiscence of the fight bet1n>een Divya and 

Jatavarman is preserved in the Nalanda stone inscription. 

R, 
It relates about an ascetic of Somapura (Panarpur in Rajsha .i 

dist.) that 11 when his house was burning (being) set on fire 

0 -by the approaching armies of Vangala, he attached (himself) 

to the pair of lotus feet of the Buddha (and) went to heaven" o 

It would then appear that Jatavarman invaded Nothern Benga126• 

The above view has been refuted by the statement of 

~K. Maitreya that Divya might have attacked VaDga after his 
... 

occupation of Varendri and so it might have offered an oppor-

tunity to Jatavarman to defeat him in a battle 27. 
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Now it appears that Jatavarman took full advantage 

of the anomaly and confUsion that arose after the revolt and 

carved out an independent Kingdom for himself. Regarding the 

conquest of Allga country by Jatava.rman 'Which was certainly 

under the possession of the Palas, it appears that he fought 

both the Paias and Divya and it was by dint of his victory 

over both that he probably carved out an independent Kingdom 

for himself in Eastern Bengal. It is also probable that he 

first set up an independent Kingdom in Eastern Bengal and then 

turned his arms against them. The Kamariipa prince with whom 

he had entered into struggle, evidently leading to no results, 

cannot be definitely identified. D.C. Sircar holds that 

J atavarman was a. close relative of Vigrahapala III of the Pala 

dynasty and probably he was appointed a governor of Allga 

under Vigr ahapB..la III and it may be that he launched a com

paign against Divya as a general of the PaJ.as27 a. According 

to H.C. Ray, the Kamariipa pr·ince may be identified with one 

O-f the Predecessors of Vallavadeva v.t.ose J.ssam plates are 

dated in Saka. 110~8 • The identification of Govardhana whose 

dignity was crippled by Jatava~an has been given by 

R.G. Basak. According to him, he may be identified with the 

father of Bha~~a Bhavadeva, the Prime Minister of Harivarman29. 
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The view has been supported by Dr. H.C. Ray and R.D. Banerjee. 

But there is some difficulties in accepting the view and 

there is no sound basis of the inference. Mr. Banerjee has 

also made an alternative suggestion that Govardhana may be 

the ruler of Kaisambi who nelped Ramapc!la in his fight 

against Bhima and his nallle, as a. result of copyist• s mistake, 

30 I- -occurs as Dvorapavardhana • Kal!sambi was the tract east of 

the BbBgfrathi on the West and South of modern Calcutta31• 

The Varman Kingdom thus spread upto the Bnagirathi in the West, 

~ile on its East was the Meghna. 

R.C. Majumdar has pointed out that 11 It is difficult 

to believe that J atavarman, a petty chief coming from outside, 

could have undertaken all these military expeditions on his 

ow account11
• It has been suggested that Jatavarman accompa.-

nied the Kalachuri King Karna on his Bengal expedition. 
0 

It would probably be more reasonable. to think that he was a 

follower of both Gangeyadeva and his son Karna. · R. D • • 
Banerjee has suggested that Vajravarman accompanied one of 

the foreign conq_uerers of Bengal, Viz. Rajendra Chola, 

Jayasi!Uha II or Gang eyadeva32• : P.L. Paul has even identi-

fied Jatavarman with the 1illustritious jata• Who is said in 

the Rewa inscription of Malayasi~a to have helped Karnadeva 
• 
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in vanquishing foes33 
o Gangeya claims to have defeated the 

rulers of both ADga and Utkala and Ka.r!J.a is said to have 

• exercised some sorts of supremacy over GaucJ.a, Vanga and 

Kal1Qga.34• According to the Rev.ra stone inscription, Kar-2-a 

achieved complete victory over a King of an Eastern country, 

• probably Vanga. If we assUlJle that Ja.tavarman was the ruler 

of si.IDhapura in Orissa, it is reasonable to conclude that 

he might have joined the great Kalachuri rulers in their 

Eastern expeditions and ultimately carved out an independent 

Kingdom for himself in Eastern Bengal by supplanting the 

Chandr as35 • 

Nothing is known about the length of his reign. 

There is also a problem about the name of the successor of 

Jatavarman. ~cording to Belava copper plate, Samalavarman 

36 -appeared just after him o But the Vajrayogini plate of 

Samalavarman and the Samantasara plate of Harivarman37 raise 

doubts and make it reasonable to conclude that Harivarman, 

another son of Jatavarman succeeded him on the throne. The 

-Vajrayagini plate of Samalavarman mentions the achievements 

of Harivarman before those of him. So it may be safely 

presumed that Harivarman came to power before Samalavarman. 

In spite of the burnt and illegible condition of the 



Samantasara plate of Harivarm,an, it appears that Harivarman 

should be placed before Samalavarman. N.N. Vasu who first 

egited the plate, informed that it was issued from Vikrama

pura and belonged to the reign of Para.melvara, Paramavais~va, 

Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhirajaclhiraja Harivarman and his 
•• 

father's name was probably Jyotirvarman38• But later on 

N.N. Vasu changed his reading to J atavarman. N.K. Bhattasali 

also reads the name of Harivarman• s father Jatavarman39 • 

P.L. Paul Who also examined the plate supported the view of 

N.K. Bhattasali40
o If we accept this, it would then appear 

that Harivarman and Samalavarman were brothers and Harivarman 

succeeded Jatavarman and Samalavarman is to be placed 

after him. 

Now, the absence of the name of Harivarman in the 

Belava plate cannot be correctly explained. There is a veiled 

allusion to Har.ivarman in the verse 3 of the Belava plate as 

stated by R.D. Banerjee and he has cleanly hinted at in the 

statement that vira/ri and Hari many times manifested them-

selves in person in the dynasty. If it is true then Why the 

scribe of the Belava plate did not clearly mention the name 

of Harivarman in correct order of succeession. It may be that 

the relation between Harivarma.n and Samalavarman was not at 

all cordial and that might have led the latter's son to omit 

the name of Harivarma.n. 



The nume of Harivarman is also found in the 

Bhubanelvara inscription of Bha~~abhavadeva.41 who served as 

the minister for War and peace. Two Buddhist manuscripts 

42 43 copied respectively in his 19th and the 39th regnal years 

preserve the name of Hariva.rman. After the date in the colo-

phon of the manuscript copied in the 39th year there are 

three verses written in a different hand which inform us that 

when 46 years of Harivarman' s reign had elapsed the manus-

cript was five times recited in seven years. This shows that 

Harivarman ruled for at least 46 years. So it may be presumed 

that Hariv a.rman ascended the throne in 1073 A.. D. and ruled 

44 upto 1127 A.D. o 

Harivarman ruled in Eastern Bengal and his capital 

was at Vikramapura. It may be that Vikra.mapura was captured 

from the Chandras, but 'When 1 t was captured is not known for 

certain. It is know from the Ramchari t that the troops of 

Bimapala advanced from the South of the Ganges to the North 

a...- -
in order to fibht vJith the K ivarta Chief Bhima~ If it is so 

/\ 

then the South-Ea.stel'n Bengal "L'las unO.er the possession of 

Ramapal.a and it is probably fol· that reason that the author 

I - 1 (N 

of Sabdapradipa held Ramapala as 'Vangesvar '. A{;ain the name 

-Ot Hari, the friend of Kaivarta Chief Bhima, is mentioned in 
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the Ramacha,rit. It may be that he was Harivarman. But th._e 

son of Ramapala was successful in breaking the ties between 

Hari and Bhlma and then Ramapala entered into .(riendship 

'With Hari. It is held in the Ramacharit th~t a King of the 

va.rman dynasty in the East propiciated the Fala King in order 

to achieve his own ends. This King of the Varman dynasty was 

no other than Harivarman. It may be assumed from the above 

that Harivarman came into prominence in the political scene 

of Ea.st Bengal taking advantage of the struggle bet\\reen the 

- 45 Kaivartas and the Falas • 

Reference should be made about the conq1est of 

I 
Harivarman. On the basis of the verse 15 of the Bhubanesvarg 

pra/asti of Bha~~abhavadeva, N.G. Ma-jumdar has inferred that 

either Harivarman or his son maue himself_the master of Utkala 

by overthrowing the Nagavam/.1 Sindas ruling from Barasiira in 

Ba.star in Central Provinces in the llth Century A.D. 46• He 

further has inferred on the basis of certain verses in the 

Ramacharit that Ramapala came into conflict with Harivarman 

or his son somewhere in Orissa47• The view that Harivarman 

or his son ruled in Orissa is practically based on the stone 

inscription of Bhattabhavadeva in Orissa • 
•• 

The above view may be refuted on various grounds. 
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Firstly, Orissa proper was never ruled by the Nagavams~ 

rulers48 and Ramapala met a Somavanisi Keiari ruler in Orissa. 

Secondly, there is nothing in the record to connect Harivarman 

and Bhavadeva in Orissa. The inscription was originally fixed 

on the temple of Ananta - V~sudeva at Bhuvane{vara in the 

Puri district in Orissa and that led the scholars to believe 

that the pious construction referred in, the inscriptlon was 

located somev.1here in the same place. P~ A.charya. has proved 

· \ii.th cogent argument thi..l.t there is no reason to suppose that 

the stone slab containing the inscripti:on was ever fixed in .. 
any temple there~9:. So on the basis ofi the explanation of 

# 

P. Acharya it would be reasonable not to regard Ha.rivarman 

or his son as the ruler of 01·issa w1til. more positive evidences 

·are available to us. Thirdly, the verse in question has been 

differently enumerated by N .G. Hajumdar~ v1ho held that Nagas 

were defeated by Bhavadeva and we may locate thei1· terr1tory 

near Eastern Bengal and more reasonably identify the Nagas 

of the verse ~~th Nagas of Assam hills50 • Fourthly, D.c. 

Bhattacharyya has argued that the verse$ 26 - 27 of the ins-

cription sho\·J that the temple of Bhavadeva on which it was 

fixed could not be in .ha~ha and suggests that it was possibly 

at Vikramapura51• ;. 
I 
I 
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Now the reign of Harivarman cannot be·.,'tomplete 

unless a few words are mentioned about Bhatta Bhavadeva, the 
•r' 

~ 
Brarunana minister of Harivarman . has left a long account 

• 

of his family consisting of seven generat.ions in the stone 

incription. The family was settled in the village of Siddhala 

-in Radha. The grand father of Bhavadeva was A.dideva who was 
• 

the minister of tne King of Va/lga. The name of the King is 

not mentioned and he has been identified as Jatavarman of the 

Varman dynasty. Abdul Momin Choudhury held that he was prob-

ably the King of the Chandra dynasty. Govardhana, the father 

of Bhavadeva was a great scholar and. warrior and his official 

position is not known to us. Bhavadeva himself was the Minister 

for -war and peace in the Court of Harivarman. Bhavadeva was 
s~, 

remarkable for his personality, statesmanship, 

and for his aptitude in wa.rfare52• 

We hardly know anything about the circumstances 

which led to the rise of Samalavarman, another son of Jatavarman 

to the tm.one. The name of Samalavarman is preserved in the 

J . -
geneaological account of the Vaidik Brahmanas "Who are said 

• 

to have migrated to Bengal from Madhyadefa during his reign, 

though according to one version of the story, it .occurred 

during the reign of Harivarman. According to most of the 

genea.ological books of the Vaidika Brarun~as, the first of 



their line came to Bengal at the invitation of Samalavarman 

in iak.a 1001 (= 1079 A.D.)53• This date is correct within 

half' a Century, as Samalavarman CfUl reasonably be placed in 

the first half of the 12th Century A.D. Samalavarman married 

Trailoky asundari alias Malavyadevi, 'Who was the daughter of 

Jagaddevi, son of Paramara Udauaditya, t.he King of Mall:la and 

rival of Kalachuri Karna54 • 
0 

Samalavarman was succeeded by Bhojavarman, his son 

by his wife Malavyadevi and the Belava plate was issued in 

the 5th year of his reign from Ja.yaskandhavara situated at 

vikramapura. The Belava plate does not mention any achievements 

of Bhojavarman. 

It has been stated in the Belava grant that land 

was granted in the village of Upyalika belonging to the Kau/ambi 

As)agaccha Kb.a.IJ.~ala M~~ala in Palll}<P'abhukti. The appearance 

of the name Pa.ur:<P"abhukti does not mean that Nothern Bengal 

was included w1 thin the dominion of the Varmans. According to 

D.c. Sircar, this Kaus'ambi can hardly be equated with Kaulamba 

of the Raj shahi district, but PaWldrabhukti where the proposed 
• 0 

land was granted by Bhojavarman extended to the South-Eastern 

part of Bengal in 12th Century A.D. R.C. Majumdar has pointed 

out that it may be more reasonably concluded on the basis of 
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the sources of information that the Kingdom of the Varmans 

probably confined to Eastern Bengal with Vikramapura as 

1 ts Capital 55 
o 

The Varmans were the followers of Vishnu which is 
• 

proved by the reference of 1 Vis~u Chakra Mudra' in line 48 

of the Belava copper plate. They were the staunch supporters 

of the Vedas and replacement of the Buddhist dynasty of the 

c 
Chandras by the Orthod. x Branmanical family of the Va.rmans 

A -

was fully in keeping with the spirit of the time. It may not 

be a mere coincidence that the two Buddhist ruling dynasties 

of Bengal, Viz, the Palas and the Chandras were overthrow 

by the Sen::::_as and the Varmans who were the followers of the 

Orthodox Brahmanical faith within a Century • • 

Regarding the downfall of the Varmans, there is no 

reference to the ousting of the v armans from va.Dga iii the 

inscriptions of the SenaKi~o This is an inexplicable gap 

in our knowledge of the history of EaPt India of the period. 

In the Deopara plate, Vijayasena claims to have conquered 

or captured quite a number of Kings. The issue of his 

Barrackpur grant from Vikramapura, the Capital of the Chandra 

and Varman Kingdons, point to the fact that Va.riga was also 

included in his conquests. 
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. - - 56 11 In the verse 21 of the Deopara p·late the fo ow-

f.~~ 
ing Kings are ~ · • to have been imprisoned by Vijayasena ~ 

Nanya, King of Mithila, • vir a, King of Ko~a~av!, Vardha.na., 

King of Kaulambf and Raghava, identified with the King of 

Kalinga wno ruled from 1156 - 1170 ~D. N.N. Vasu doubts the 

identification57• 

It is held that Vanga was snatched from the Varmans 

and annexed by Vijayasena58 , but the name of V ailga King is not 

referred in the pl~te of Vijayasena. We may seek a clue to the 

identification of Raghava of the Deop[ra plate and in case of 

such identification the mysterious and hitherto unexplained 

verse 14 of the Belava plate comes to our help. The difficulty 

in its proper interpretation lies in the expression of verse 

which have been read variously59 • N.K. Bhattasali inclined 

to read it as •tankasv-a-laQk-adhip~' and translated the 

verse in the way "Oh, fie t How painful \ The world is bereft 

of heroes today. Has this trouble of Rakshasas appeared 

again ? May Ala.ii.kadhipa (Viz. opposite of Lankadhipa, Rama 

or Raghava) fare well duri!l6 His apprehended dang er 11 t 

We have to remember that the Palas had lost complete 

control over Bengal, South of the Ganges during the period, 

but they commanded respect as the past emperors East India. 
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Vij ayasena, newly risen to po\ver in Ra<lha, was eager to 

strike North and East and make himself the undisputed master 

of Bengal. He had already gathered formidable forces and 

everybody in Bengal expected that sooner or later the blow 

would fall. The Belava plate granted land on the East bank of 

the BbaglrathfO and it appears to have been granted at the 

period of £aUka or apprehended danger. The favour of Ramapala 

of the old imperial line was sought against the formidable 

force of Vijayasena and Raghava~ probably a scion of the 

Varman line, appears to have been the leader of the Varman 

Kingdom of the period .• In the verse III of the Belava plate, 

it has been stated that Hari manifested many times in the 

Varman line. The first was Krishna. The second was Harivarman 
0 • 

w 
and the third might be varman chief Raghava who ielded all 

power during the period. Vijayasena first attacked on the 

;_ r 
Kausamb King Govardhana who was probably the Samanta of the 

Varma.n King and this dragged the Varman_sinto war with Vijaya-

sena. Raghava, theleader of the Varmans being defeated, became 

a prisoner. Thus fell the Kingdom before the onslaught of 

Vijayasena61• 

THE DEVA:. DYNASTY 

During the period of the decline of the Sena. power 

as a result of the Muslim invasion, a line of Kings of the Deva 
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dynasty flourished in the political scene of Eastern Bengal. 

The history of the family is known from the Mehar copper plat 

63 64 the Sobhrampur copper plate , the Chittagong copper plate 

of Damodaradeva and the Adava~i copper plate65 , the Pakamo~a 

copper plate66 of na/arathadeva. The family is said to have 

descended from the moon and was the follower of the Va1shnava 
• 

\j~~ 
cult which is evident from the representation of - or 

Garuda or of Madhava overpowering Chaniira in the Mehar copper 

plate of l)amodaradeva. The Vais~ava faith of the royal dynasty 

to which Damodara belonged is evia.ent from the name as well as 

those of his three predecessors67• It may be assumed, as N.G. 

Majumdar held, that the dynasty 11 professed the Vais~ava faith 

like Varmans and the Senas1168 
o The Deva dynasty which we have 

already discussed flourished in Samatata region under . 
£antideva in 720 A.D. The dynasty continued till the end of 

the rule of Kantideva in 825 A.D o This dynasty was supplanted 

as noticed earlier by the Chandras of Harikela. After that he 

have no record to suggest the continuation of Deva line. It 

is only in the 2nd half of the 12th Century that we come accross 

of the existence of a group .of rulers starting from Purusho-

ttama having the Surname of Deva, though all the dynasties 

bore the title 0eva and ruled over the same regions and we feel . 

tempted to bracked them under the same Deva family, we have no 

sources of information to arrive at any definite conclusiop 

in this respect. 
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It is possible to form the geneaological list of 

the dynasty from the sources available to us. 

Purushottama 

I 69 
Madhumathanadeva 

- I Vasudeva 

- I Damodaradeva 

Daiar~thadeva 

It has been stated in the Sobhrampur copper plate 

that the dynasty sprang from the 1 moon1 and from whom sprang 

the line of Purushottama, the first ruler of the Deva family. 

In the Chittagong plate no phrases are used indicating the 

kingly position of Purushottama. In the Mooar plate he is 

- - -· introduced as a headman of the Deva family, 1 Dev-anvaya-Gramc.qu. 

phrase actually the same as 1Dev-anvaya-Kamala-vika/a-bhaskaora1 

applied to King Dala.rathadeva. in his Liibidi plate69 a. It is 
• 

not unlikely that from the position of a Graman!, Purushotta-
• 

ma1 s son Madhusudana rose to the eminence of a King. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to hold that Purushottama was only a. gramanf 
• 

and not a. ruler. His son Madhumathana is called 'Lord of the 

earth.' and Deva-van(s-Odad.h-Indu, viz, 1Hoon in the ocean of 

the Deva dynasty' and is credited with having 'snatched away 



the wealth of the enemies in war'. These epithets distinctly 

show that Madhumathana waged successful wars against his con-

temporaries and carved for himself a principality. He is 

called 'nripati 1 1n the Chittagong plate. His son v"'asudevat 
• 

is also called 'Lord of the earth' and a great 'archer'. It 

is evident from the Mehar plate that he was 'versed in all 

the ./.astras and foremost in military sk.ill 1 • In the Chi ttagong 

plate, he is described as one ~vmose feet were rubbed with the 

foreheads of princes bowing down to him in homage'. It is 

evident that Vasudeva imposed his authority over the neigh-

bouring chiefs and thus led the way for the rise of 

Damodaradeva, born of his queen Mitr.atievi. Damodaradeva 

ascended the throne in 1153 £aka or 1231 A..D. and in the 1165 

~a or 1231 A..D, his third (Chittagong) copper plate was 

69b issued. He ruled probably from C 1230 = C 1255 L D. • 

Damodara was 'well versed in polity' and bore the title of 

1Gajapati 1 o He is said to have caused 'contraction (or dejec-

tion) to the lotus like faces of heroic enemy Kings'. In the 

Cbittagong plate, he is called 'overlord of all Kings' and in 

verses 4 and 5 of the same plate he is said to have defeated 

many Kings and brought them under subjection. In the Mehar 

plate also he bore the title of 1 Gajapati 1 and probably 

in allusion to it, in verse 6, his 'column of the best 



elephants, well equipped in battle array' is highly spoken of. 

In the Mehar plate he assumes the title of 1 Ariraja Chan'lira 

Madhava•. The editors of the Mehar plate have pointed out 

that this biruda 1 cannot but remind us of similar b1rudas • • 

assumed by v1£va.rupasena69 c in his inscription and applied 

by them to their pre-decessors - V1jayasena, Vallalasena and 

Lakshma.nasena.. Ar1raja - Vrishabha. - ia!lkara, AriraJa. -• • 

nihla.Dka. - la.D.kara,Ar1raja - Madhava - s'a.Dkara, Ariraja -

Vrishabhallka - /alJ.kara and Ariraja - asahya - ia!Jkara. The 

birudas with Ariraja 1 arch enemy' prefixed to them are highly 
• 

significant when considered together with the additional title 

1 Garga - Yavananvaya - Prala.y - Kala - ftudi'a 1 assumed by 

Vi/varupa. All those birudas are suggested of the valourous 
• 

and terrible struggles against the Muslim aggression in Bengal. 

Though of the same political significance, the assumption of 

the titles of Dama.daradeva suggests that Damadaradeva came into 

conflict with the Sena ruler of Vanga and was probably able to 

win these titles for himself or at any rate Damadaradeva 

considered himself strong enough to assume these titles in 

opposition to the Senas. But it is surprising to note that 

Damadaradeva adopted these titled in the fourth year of his 

reign, Viz. in 1234 Ac.D. while in the Sobhrampu.r plate, issued 

in the year 1236 LD., only the title of 1Gajapat1 1 is retained 
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and in the Chittagong plate dated 1243 A.D., both these titles 

are dropped. We do not know for certain whether Damadaradeva 

sustained a set-back towards the close of his reign. The answer 

cannot be definitely given in the present state or our know-

ledge. The inscription of Damadaradeva does not definitely 

speak of the any loss of territory70 • 

The Chittagong plate of Damadaradeva refers to a 

village called KetengapaJ.a which may be identified with the 

modern Ketallgyipada forming a part of the village of Hashim pur, 
• 

P.S. Patiya and bolll1ded on the North by the Marachharapukhg.T.'iya 

which is still the name of a hamlet by the hill side, on the 

Southern bank of the river Sahkha. In otherwords the inscrip-

tion refers to a village in the district of Chittagong and not 

elsewhere. The Mehar plate records the grant of land in 

Meharagrama "Which was included in the Paralayi Vishaya of the 
L 

Samatata manda· a lying within the Pundravardhanabhukti. The . . . }\. .. 
Meharagrima being no other locality than the present village 

of Mehar, it is easy to determine that Damadaradeva•s Kingdom 

extended at least over these districts of Tippera, Noakhali 

and Chittagong71• 

Now we are to face with a very critical question as 
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to Whether the territory of Damodaradeva or of his three 

predecessors was confined to the three districts of Chittagong 

divisions or it was co-extensive with not only the whole of 

Samaj:ata mandala but also with the whole of the 
• •• 

Pa.undra.vardhana bhukti71 a, as it was then known. Apart from 
• • 

assuming the title of 1Gajapati 1 in one plate and 'Sakala -

bhupati - Chakravartin1 (the lord of all the Kings) in the 

other, there is no other evidence Whatever that Damodara or 

his pr ed.ecessor s were paramount sovereign~ It is not apparent 

also that they were the Samantas under the successor of 

Lakshm.~asena who somehow maintained the position as Gau51e/vara 

and paramount sovereign within the Paundravardhana bhukti 
• 0 

at least for seventeen years after Lakshmanasena. It is almost 
• 

certain that Madhumathana Madhusudana. ruled at the sometime 

with two later Sena Kings. But Damodaradeva would have usurped ' 

all the high sounding titles including Gau~e/vara, as was 

done by Da/arathadeva, if Damodara or any of his predecessors 

succeeded in supplanting the Senas within the Paundravardhana •• 
bhu.kti. But Damodara assumed 1 Ariraja - Chaniira - Madhava• 

Without the title of Gaude~ara. It is worthy of mention 
• 

that it is in the Mehar pla.te of Damodaradeva that Sama-3::-ata 
• 

finds mention, perhaps, for the first time as a mandala 
• • 

within the Pa~~avardhana bhukti and it may be assumed that 
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it was probably a creation of the Deva family for 

dis ting u1 shing it from Vang a apparently a ma~~ala nnder the 

rule of the later Senas within the same Paillldravardb.ana • • 

·bhukti which included in it Vikramapura and Navy a. 

The most reasonable explanation may be that while 

the Deva Kings were reigning in the Samatata mandala of • •• 

Paundravardhana bhukti, the Senas held supremacy over the 
•• 

region of Va/J.ga including Vikramapura and Navya and passed~ 

Gaudelvara w1 thin the same bhukti. Their supremacy though 

disputed could not till then be shaken off. It may be inferred 

from the above facts that the river Megh.n& was the natural 

boundary between Damadara•s territory and the dominion of 

V an_ga under the later Sena ruler72• 

A difficulty arises regarding the matter whether 

the early Deva rulers asserted their suzerainty over the whole 

of the district of Tippera. The position of the Deva rulers 

in Tippera has been rendered anomalous by the Mainamati 

plate of Ra,r:ava.D.kamalla Harikeladeva issued in the 17th year 

of his reign which corresponded to the year 1141 iaka = 1218 

A.D. From the information of the length of the service 

indicated in the Mainamati plate73, it may be assumed that 
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Harikaladeva was not a contemporary of both the father and 

the grandfather of Damodaradeva, he vas at least a contempor

ary of his father vafudeva. If he w~S the :first of this family 

and the principality was included in the Sena Kingdom, it 

seems that with the fall of the Sena power in Gauda, an • 

independent Kingdom arose in Eastern Bengal74 • From the 

inclusion of the city of Pattikera vdth the Mainamati hillock 
0 0 

as its probable natural land mark, it is definite that his 

principality was situated in the close neighbourhood of the 

Kingdom of the early Deva rulers and his rule would then seem 

to have been confined to a small portion of T ippera. 

Now whether the area of Damodara's Kingdom, indicated 

above,~ included the Kingdom inherited by him or also includes 

the terri tory a<ided in his reign, it is d.ifficuJ. t to say 75 • 

An important information may be gleaned from the Pakamoda 
• 

copper plate of Disaratr~deva76 about the conquest of territory 

by Damodaradeva. The verse 4 of the plate informs 

11I<".hyato Gau~ama.hi' - mahotsavamayam Chakre 

Punafcha /r iy a 11 77 o 

The kind Damodaradeva performed great festival in 

Gau~a by recovering the glory of the country. But Damodara did 



not claim this achievement in any of his own inscription. So 

it might have been an achievement of the last part of his reign. 

It may be inferred from the claim that Damodara might have 

defeated the Gauda Kine of the Sena dynasty and captured 
• 

their territory. But there is no mention iu the grants of the 

Deva rulers that the Devas defeated the Sena Kings assuming 

the title of 1 Gau~efvara1 .• It may be informed that Damodaradeva 

and his predecessors were the Samantas of the Sena rulers and 

eventually Damodaradeva established his sway over the Sena 

Kingdom. But Damodara did not assume the high sounding title 

of 'Par.amefva.ra - Paramabhattaraka - Maharajadhiraja1 .• It may 
•• 

be presumed from the Adabad1 plate that Dafarathadeva estab-
• 

11shed his sway over the Sena King within a very fe.w years of 

his ascendancy and it w-as he who assumed the high sounding 

titles of a lord. 

Damodaradeva was succeeded by his son Da/arathadeva 

and the history of his reign is known to us from his Adabadi 

and Pakamo~a copper plates. It is evident from the Actabadi 
• 

I plate that he assumed the titles of paramesvara, Paramabhatta _, 
• • ! 

raka, Maharajadhiraja Ariraja Danujamadhava. He had also the 

illustrious titles of Afvapati, Gajapati, Narapati, 
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- .; i k Rijatrayadhipati, Somavamsapradlpa Prat panno arrp:a, 

satyavratagangeya, Sar~agalavajrapanjara etc. The epithet 

Devanvayakamalavikasabhas.:J(ara shows that he belonged to the 

Deva family. The Adabru:i plate was issued from the Kingdom of 

Gau'].a through the grace of Naray~ .. According to H.C. Majumdar, 

there is no doubt tr~t nafaratha came into possession of the 

Sena Kingdom in Gau<j.a. According to N.K. Bhattasali, this ,. 
78 must have happened after the collapse of the Sena power • 

B.M. Barua and Pulin behari Chakraborty while 

editing the Mehar plate of Damodaradeva have asserted that 

- - - -Damodaradeva was called 1Gajapati 1 only, While in the Adabadi 
• 

plate Dafarathadeva is honoured with the epithet of 1 Afvapati 

Gaj~pati - Narapati - Rajatradhipati 1 • In the former, there is 

epithet indicating the place of which Damodara was the King, 

while in the latter nalarathadeva boldly claims to have obtai-

ned the Kingdom of Gauda and issued the charter from Vikrama-• 

pura, which he could not have done, had he not succeeded the 

later Senas after their fall or extermination79 • It may be 

supposed from the Adaba~i copper plate that Da/arathadeva 

during the time of the very inception of his reign established 

his swey in the Sena. Kingdom and assumed the high sounding 

titles in imitation of the Sena. Kings. 
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It has been held in the Adaba<J.i plate that he 

obtained the possession of Gauda through the grace of Narayana. 
0 • 

But we do not know what exactly is meant by the Kingdom of 

Gauda. The Muslim rulers were probably in possession of the 
• 

Gauda Kingdom which practically meant at that time the terri-
• 

tory of North and West Bengal and there is no evidence to show 

tha~.t the name was ex tended to cover Eastern Bengal. It may, 

therefore, be assumed that Dalarathadeva claims to have con-

quered a part of West or North Bengal. R.c. Majumdar has pain-

ted out that the claim need not be regarded as a fantastic one, 

for it is quite likely that an enterprising Hindu ruler of 

Eastern Bengal led successful operation to the muslim 

dominion in his neighbourhood. One thing should al-ways be 

kept in mind that the muslim rulers had to continue several 

military raids in order to consolidate their hold over the 

whole of Bengal and there were constant quarrels among the 

Muslim rulers. Da/arathadeva might have taken advantage of 

all these to capture a part of Gauda80• It has been narrated 
• 

in the Pakamoda plate that all the subjects of the Eastern 
• 

part became inactive and intimidated as a result of the agg-

ression Of the enemy happening due to the evils of the uncon

centions King. Later on the King Da/arathadeva put an end to 

this anarchical condition and peace and prosperity of the 



people was regained. The people heaved a sign of relief and 

devoted themselves to worldly affairs. 

It is very difficult to understand the real meaning 

of the verse. It cannot be definitely pointed out who the un

conce~tious King was. It cannot be the muslim invasion in the 

" 
Radha - varendr! region during the time of Lakshm~ena, 

because it had ta}{en place earlier. It may be imagined that 

muslim invaders invaded eastern part of Eastern Bengal due 

I to the lack of sagacity of the last Sena King. Dasarathadeva 

might have driven out the enemy and that was shy the subjects 

inclined to him and this paved the way for the establishment 

of the sway of the Deva dynasty over Sena. Kingdom81 • 

N.K. Bhattasali gives a brief account of the history 

of Da/arathadeva. His account, brief as it is, leaves no doubt 

as to the identity of Danujamadhava Dala.rathadeva with 

I Da.nujamadhava who according to a dynastic account by Harimisra 

came into prominence after the Sena rule and with Danuja RaJ., 

the Raja of Sonargaon in Eastern Bengal Who according to Zia-

ud-din Barni entered into agreement with Ghiasuddin Ballban 

T 
that he wuld guard against the escape of rebellions U,ghril 

1\ 

Khan by water (1283 A.D.) 82 and in that case it may be accepted 



that sonargaon was the Capital of oalarathadeva and Sonargaon 

probably represented the Capital City of Vikramapura and it 

12 ~-. 82 a is probable that he ruled from C 1255 ~D. to C 90 A.u. • 

It is quite likely as suggested by P.L. Paul that 

the conquest of North-Western Bengal by the Muslims and the 

maintenance of independence by Eastern Bengal in spite of 

repeated attempts by Muslim conquerers to capture it, suggests 

one important conclusion. A sudden cavalry raid was sufficient 

to break the power of the Sepa Kings in North-Weatern Bengal 

and the whole of it passed into the hands of the Muslims 

within a short time. But the physical feature of E.astern Bengal 

prevented such an eventuality. It is the country of big rivers 

and so cavalry was practically useless. It needed a powerful 

naval power to con~uer this portion of Bengal. A raid might 

have carried on in certain part, but it could not produce any 

decisive result. The seeking of the help of Danujamadhava 

by the Sultan Giya~uddin Balban to prevent the escape of the 

rebellions governor Tughril Khan by boat clearly explains the 

weakness of the power in Eastern Bengal - a power strong in 

every other respect excepting navy. This explains why thi~ part 

of the country could resist muslim attacks for about a Century 

while great Kingdoms of Nothern India succumbed to muslim 

attacks quickly83• 
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From the cescovery of two copp.er plates at Bha~era .. 

about twenty miles away from Sylhet84 , we come across a new 

line of Kings with the Deva title. The two copper plates gives 

the geneaology of five Kingso 

Navagirvana alias Kharavana 
• 0 

I 
Gokul.adeva:. 

- - I N ar ay anadev a 
0 

Kelavadev~ alias Govinda 

r/anadev/ 

The names of all the Kings except the first one end 

in 'deva', make it probable that they belonged to the Deva 

family85 • The date of the records cannot be properly read, but 

on palaeographic al ground they can hardly be regarded as earlier· 

than the 13th Century A.oD. and may even be somewhat later. The 

I I 
plate I issued by Kesava opens with salutation to Siva and then 

gives a geneaology of four Kings who are said to have belonged 

to the race of moono The founder was Navagirvana (the new God) 

~ 
of ·ierce arrow, of great known the issue of Goddess of Pros-

f... 

perity. His son Gokuladeva claims distinction for being the 

grand father of Kelavao It is wonderful that the sunlight of 

his glory caused numbness in inimical Kings (instead of exciting: 
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vivacity as sunlight should)o From him descended King Naray~a 

His son was Kefavadeva of unmeasured hymn of merit and glory 

~ose feet were decorated with the Jewels of royal crowns, who 

was the ornament of earthly sovereigns, the destroyer of rival 

Kings86• The two words Kefava and Govinda probably were the 

names of the same persono The part illustrates that Gobinda 

was the abode of fame, the asylum of beauty, the dwelling place 

of all kinds of learning, the shelter of Justice. He was the 

centre of all light, the source of charity, the home of enjoy-

ment of the jewels of all speech, the store house of goodness 

and the personification of all good qualities. He protected the 

land of dependent Kings. This Kelava had 'Whirled his discuss 

at the enemies. He through his anger brought to an end all 

children of the race of his antagonistso He brought the earth 

under one umbrella wishing not to allow the existence of any 

foreign Kings. He effected the gratification of all well dispo-

sed people. He by the play of his sword, brought into subjection 

all other Kings and came to be regarded as the chief of all 

Eastern Kings. He granted land for the adoration of a li~am 

of the name of va:e~ara, whose temple stood in Hattapataka 
•• 

(the great fair) probably the Bruitarara bazar of the present 
• 

da3' to the extent of 375 plough measureso 

The insceiption No. II is a Vaishnavite record. It 
• 

gives a list of four Kings who belonged to the Lunar race, The 
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first King stated in the list ws Gokula who is said to have 

been as munificant as the Kalpa tree. His son was Naray~. He 

was followed by Ke/a..vaileva -who dedicated a temple of the des

troyer of Kania and performed the rite of weighing himself 

with gold silver and other articles which he presented to the 

Bribmanas. His son was Ilanadeva. He erected a lofty temple for 1 

• 

the enemy of Madhu Kaitabha, a form of Vishnu and by the advice , 
• 

or his minister Vanamatikara, a VaJ.dya by caste and the concurr-

ence of his commander in chief VIradatta presented two ploughs 

or land for its supporto 

It is obvious that the first prince of this plate is 

the same with the second of the first plate, the next two a.re 

likewise the same for there is no reason to doubt that Kefava 

of the second plate is the alias of Govinda of the first grant 

and the new name If~eva v.ho issued the plate II is the 

Fifth from Naragirvanao 

These Rajas were the sovereigns of Kachhar and pro

fessed to be of the dynasty of Ghatotkacha, son of Bhlma, of 
• 

Hidimba, the daughter of an a.boriginal cannibal chief. It is • 

extremely doubtful if the P~~as ever came so far to the east86• 

THE KINGOOM OF PATTIKERl 
• • 

· The traces of the existence of the existence of the 

Kingdom of Pattikera may be found as far back as the 11th • • 
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I 
- rJ .. - .. 

Century A...D. The manuscript of A.s~asanasrika Prajnaparami ta, 
I 
I 

! 
' 

preserved in the library of the Cambridge University contains \! 

the picture of a sixteen armed Goddess \lith the label 11Pattikeri1

\ 

Chundavarabha.vana Chunda11 is the earliest source of its exis-

tence. It is evident from this that the image of the Buddhist 

Goddess Chunda in Pattikeri was widely known in the 11th 

87 Century A...D. o 

It is not at all easy to determine the status of the 

Kingdom during the Pala and Sena period. It cannot be properly 

ascertained whether the extreme districts like Noakhali and 

Chittagong were included in the Pila and Sena Kin~doms. No evi-

dence has yet been discovered to prove the extension of the 

Sena power in the Chittagong division88• The position of the 

early Devas regarding their sway over the whole of the district 

of Tipperi is rendered anomalous by the Mainamati plate of 

. -Ran.availkamalla Harikaladeva issued in the 17th year of his 
• 

reign which corresponded to the year 1141 of the s'aka era 

(:1218 A.D.) 89 • Harikaladeva came to the throne in 1203-04 A.D. 

If he was the first of this family and this principality was 

included in the Sena Kingdom, it seems that with the fall of 

the Sena power in Gauda, an independent Kingdom arose in Eas-
• 

tern Bengal. Harika'ladeva Ranava!lli:arnalla who ascended the 
0 

throne in 1204 and ruled upto 1220 A..D. was undoubtedly an 
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independent King. As we have seen above there was another 

independent Deva family very much adjacent to the Kingdom 

Ranava.Dkamalla. It may be surmiaed that both of them ruLing 
• 

simultaneously, possibly took advantage of the decline of the 

Sena power and carved out independent Kingdom far themselves. 

The copper plate of Rao.awa.flkamalla found in the 

neighbourhood of Comilla belonging to the 13th Century A.D. 

provides us with very important facts of the history of the 

dynasty. It records the grant of land in favour of a Buddhist 

monastery built in the city of Pattikera by irf Dtadi-eba, 
•• 

the chief minister of lri Harikaladeva in 1220 in the 17th 

year of his reign90 • The city of Pattikera cannot be definitely 
0 0 

If the find spot of the plate is in any clue to its location, 

the Mainamati hillock probably formed a part of that ancient 

city and the ruins of a temple on the top of this hillock to 

the West of the Mah~aja1 s Bungalow may even point to the small 

monastery mentioned in the plate. 

There is no doubt that this Pattikera was the Capital 1 

•• 

of the Kingdom. The City gave the name to an important Pargana 

in the district of Tipper a still known as Patikara or Pai tkari 

which extends to the same hills, though the hills themselves 

now fall under a. separate pargana na.nled Meherkula91• In older 

documents of the 18th Century the name of the Pargana occurs 



regularly either Patikera or Pai tkara leaving no room for 

any doubt about the identification. 

The unnatural character of the three names of the 

Grantor 1 Dhadi-eba', his father 'Hedi-eba' and the writer 

-'Medini-eba'belonging to the same family deserves special 

discussion. In spite of the names being more or less Smkritised 

by the writer, they clearly denote their foreign origin in the 

'unicp. e appellative 'eva' or 1 eba' found in all the three names 

'Which is unknown to any Indian dialect~•. It may be that there 

was Burmese connection with the Kingdom of Pa.ttikera. We have 

evidence of a respectable family of Burmese origin which sett-

led and survived in the 13th Century A.D. in the district of 

Tippera. For 1 ba1 and 'Ye-ba'seems to be the characteristic of 

the Burmese language even now92 • The identification or the 

Pa;.ti.kkara of the B-urmese chronicles 'With Pattikara of the 
•• 

Tippera district though put forth in the local history of 

T1ppera 93 more than 35 years ago attracted the serious atten

tion of the Burmese scholars only recently94 • The Burmese 

chronicles contain many references to it95 • The Kingdom of 

Anoratha of Pagan who 1 made a progress through the W.estern por

tion of his dominion as far as Bengaf96 was bounded on the West 

by the foreign Kingdom of Pattikera 97 • The Burmese chronicles 

naxrate the romantic love story between the prince of Pattikera 
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and Sweinthi, the daughter of the King Kyanzittha (1086-1112) • 

The Burmese King agreed, his minister disagreed and the prince 

in languishment committed suicide. It is the subject matter of 
j ~ 

the Burmese poems and the dramas are staged in Burma at present 

also with the subject matter of love. The son of Sweinthi 

AJ.aungsithu who ascended the throne and ruled upto 1167, married 

a Pattikera princess. According to Burmese chronicles Narathu, 
•• 

the son and successor of Alaungsithu, slew with his own hand 

this princess or Pattikera, the w.i.dow of his father• The 
0 • 

~ikanese chronicles explains it differently. It has been sta-

ted that 1 a certain King Pattikera of the Kingdom of Maraw~ 

sent his two daughters as presents to the Kings respectively 

of A.r8kan and Tampadipa. The general of Arakan sent the latter 

princess to Pagan with a request to King Narathu to send her 

to Tampadipa. Narathu, however, forcibly detained her in sera-

glio. The princess rebuked Narathu for his disgraceful conduct 

and the latter forthwith drew his sword and killed her and he 

was also killed by the King of Pa ttikera 98• How far the above 

stories may be regarded as historical, it is difficult to say. 

The above incident took place, according to the latest chrono-

logy, in 1189 or 1191 A.D. not more than 15 years before 

Harilreladeva. came to the throne99• It is not unlikely, therefore, 

0 

that King RaJ?.avankamalla was the immediate successor of the 

King of Patti.kera who was responsible for the murder of Narathu. 
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We would like to mention in thi"s connection that in the whole 

district of Tipper a, there are, at present, about two thousand 

Buddhists living all in a group of village about 15 miles from 

Mainamati100 • It may be because of the close inter course 

between Burma and Tipper a in the 13th Century. 

• There is ample scope for doubt whether Ranavarikamalla 
• 

belonged to the old royal family of Pattikera mentioned in the 
• 0 

Burmese chronicles. One Bira.dharadeva probably ruled in that 

region after Ra-?-avafikamalla. He rul.ed .possibly from (1230 A..D. 

-1250 A. D). He was ~ Vaisbnava and made gift of land to 
0 

Ladahamadhava Vasua.eva in the Ba.taga!iga Vishaya in Samatata 
• 

mandala within Pundravardhana Bhukti which is known from his 
•• • 0 

Mainamati plate e!Jf;raved in the 15th regnal year100 a. After 

that it was probably amalgamated with the growing Kingdom of 

the Devas. 

~ - --OOMMANAPALA OF RAKSHA KALI (SUNDARBAN) • 

The reign of Lakshamanasena ended in a sea of trouble 
0 

that overwhelmed his Kingdom. During the time of the decline of 

the Sena potrer, one Dommanapala set up an independent Kingdom 
0 

in the Eastern part of Khadi (in Sundarbans) in 1196 A.D.100 b. 
0 

.K.hiqi District fatmed an intergral part of the Sena Kingdom 

as recorded in the grants of both Vijaya.sena and Lakshamanasena. 
• 
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and the revolution of Dommanapala is an important indication 

of the weakness of the authority of Lakshamanasena.in that • 
region during his old age. D.c. Sircar seems to indicate that 

D.ommanapala. was a. feudal chief of Lakshamanasena. But the "Whole 
• • 

meaning of the inscription leaves no doubt that Dommanapala 

. 100 c 
was practically an ~ndependant chief • 

It is known from the inscription that Pala family to 

which Dommanapal.a belonged migrated from.: ~o~ya 100 d and took 
• 

the possession of Piirva - Khatika either by conquest or by other 
0 

means. It refers to two rulers. The proper name of first ruler 

is not clear as it cannot be read in.full. The person is styled 

Parama - Maaelvara, Mahamandalikw.,. He was succeed by Domma..t;tapala. 
------------------------~~--~A . 
who is called Mahasamantad.hipati, Maharajadhiraja etc. 

It is not clear to us whether the family, in any wa3, 

was connected with the Pala. rulers of B~al. It seems that 

Domnanapala:, son of a. provincial governor of the Sena., assumed 
• 

independence and founded a principality in Eastera Kh~ Which 
• 

which is now represented by the Sundarbans. The subse~uent his- , 

tory of the family is unknown. 

The dynasty of Is~araghosha of Dhekkari 

There is possibly no doubt that the Kalachuri invasion • 

of Karna ravaged the major portion of the Pua empire and it is 

probable that the Pala rulers Nayapala. and Vigrahapala. III were 



gradually losing their hold over western Bengal. A. chief 

calling himself Mab.amandaJ 1ka dvaraghosha issued a land grant 
• • 

in which he assumed the style of an independent King. The grant 

is not dated, but may be referred to theeleventh Century &.D. 

about the time of Vigrahapala III101• According to Atul Sur 

rfv~aghosha came into prominence in the eleventh Century A..D. 

and he was a contemporary of Mahfpala II {977 - 1027) A.D. 102 • 

fl. 

A.K. Maitr.qa has placed it to the 12th Century A.D. 

Tl.~.e character of the script of the Ramganj copper' 

Q.. 

pla.te, deciphered by A.K. Maitr- ~a., represents a variety of 
1\. 

Northern alphabets which is evidently e~·lier than those used 

by the Senas and akin to those found in the copper pla tes of 

the later Pilas, Viz. the Bangad grant of Mahfpalt. I and the 
• 

.Amagachhi grant of Vigrahapala III103• 

The incription has brought to light the reign of 

l>v I 
Mahamandalik Isvaraghosha Whose geneaology has been given in 

• • A. 

the first five stan~s of the plate. The record puts forward 

first of all Dhurtaghosha. His son Balaghosha was C)j. warrior by 

profession and his son was Dhavalaghosha. The son of Dhavala

ghosha was rlvaraghosa who was born of Sadhavavi, the wife of 

Dhavalaghosha. The grant consia;ted of a village called 

D~gghasodika belonging ·to Gaili tipyaka vishya. of the Pifolla. 

I 
m~~a:la. and was issued by Isvarghosha from a place called 

Dhekkarf 
104

• MM. H.P. Sastri has pointed out that Devapala was 
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• 105 
the overlord of both Lausena. and Icchii~.hosha of Dharamaman.gala. 

But the view of H.P. Sastri has not ·been sustained by histori-

cal evidence as no where in the historical description of the 

P~as, the names of the two feudatories Lausena a.nd Icchaighosha. 

are mentioned. Further more Ifvaraghosha has been placed to 

a_bout the 11th Oentury A.D. on the basis of the Palaeography 

of the inscription. If it is so, then he cannot in any way be 

placed to the time of Devapala of the 9th Century ~D. But it 

cannot be altogether ignosed that Icchaighosha of Dharmamangala 

was the feudal chief of a Gaudefvara and ruled in Dhekurgad 
Ov 

and the name of the feudal Chief of Dha:rmamahg al. is very much 
' 

similar to that of the Ramganj copper plate 106• But it is 

eTident from the copper pla.te grant that the father of I/va;:a,.. , 

ghosha was Dhavala ghosha, but the father of Icchaighosha of 

Dharamamangala was soma Ghoshao So there is the coubt about the 

identification of Ifvaraghosha. of Ramganj plate with IcchaighosJ 

of Dharama..0gala .. It is known from Uha;rmamarigala that by the 

side of the river Ajay, to the East of Kendubilva, there is a 

Ga;ia named Shyamarupa which is a dense forest. According to 

local tradition it is Dhekkari or Trishash:hi Ga~a the capital 

Icchai.In this forest, the delapidated Bhabani temple is supp

osed to have been in existence108• In the uneven hilly tracts 

on the border of Western Bengal, in Gaudandi within the . , 
Parganas of Senapanadi, there was the capital of Iccha! a.s is 
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held by some traditions, because it is mentioned in the 

DharmamaDg ala that the capital of Icchai was surronnded by 

hills and forests. However, the historical lord of Dhekkar! 

rfvaraghosha has been iden ti fi ed as Icchaighosha in the 

Dharmarnru\gala but nothing more than the above is knov.n from any , 
~--- ' 

historical sources. It is very difficult to find any historical 1 

I 

basis of the fact that Gaudefvara employed a feudal chief to .. 
~'------

crack down the power and potentiality of another feudal lord. 

However, it is historically true that during the early years 

of the Pala_ rule, Gaudeivara had to be engaged in wa.rf~e with 
• 

the indomitable lord of Ractha109 • 
0 

The doner of the grant rlvaraghosh did not assume 

any of the titles of paramonnt saver eign. He, indeed, has not 

even the epithet of a. 1 King 1 , but it is astonishing tha.t he 

arrogates to himself the privilege of issuing order to Rajan, 

Rajanyakas, Rijhls, Ran.a.ka, Rajaputras and so forth who were 
• 

possibly under his authority o So the title of Mahamir;~alikal. 

assumed by r/vara:ghosha can alone be considered to determine 

his real position. Mr. Mai trey a; has put for ward two important 

data from Ramacharita ia this connection. In the first place, 

Dhekkari the place \ltlerefrom the grant was issued, was. the s.ea.t 

of the Samantas of the Palas. In the second piace, those 

Samantas were known as· mandaladhipa ti which is the same as 
• 0 

m~~alika. He concludes that r/varaghosha, the Mah"Snian.~alika, 
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held the position of a vassal King under the suzerainty of 

the p8J.as110 • But there is difficulty to ascertain as to who 

was the overlord of rfvaraghosa and whether the word 

Parakramamilla._ occurring at the top of the plate refers to him 

or his vassal. The name of the earlier vassal princes of the 

Palas is now forthcoming from the Nalanda copper plate of 

Devapala. He is Balavarman, a vassal of Devapala.~ as 'the right 

hand person of Kir~ Devapa1~11 • Elsewhere too the title of 

Mandalika or Maharnandalika. is found to have been held by vassa.J. 
•• • • 

I 112 princes and they issued land grants like_ Isvaraghosha • 

The Ramganj copper plate has brought to light three 

names of topagraphical interest, viz. Dhekkari, the river 

e. 
J atoda and Cha.J!~awara. MM H. P. Sas tri and A.K. Mai tr· ya have 

located Dhekkari and the river Jatoda near Katwa in the 

Burdwan district. But N.N. Vasu has located both of them in the 

- - - - - 113 Goal. para and Kamarupa district of -Assam • The river is men-

tioned in the Kallkapurana as flowing through Kamarupa 114 • 
• 

Chandavara may be the same as Chandwar near Ete\va in U.P.. well 

know from the Mohammedan historians 115• 
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